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Multi-game functionality

Live and RNG Driven Games providing players with a 
variety of games and table to choose from 

Connects to live tables which helps maximise operational
resource whilst providing social distancing 

Favourite game and table selection provides players with 
the ability to quickly place bets without moving between 
tables

Simultaneous betting allows players to quickly place 
multiple bets (where gaming regulations allow)

Side panel shows other available games and independent 
game states

Live camera feed provides players with a view of the live 
wheel 

Traditional and Racetrack view options for Roulette

Features & Benefits

Qorex Games
With the touch of the screen players can choose from 
multiple games of live Roulette, Sicbo and Baccarat all with
the same intuitive user interface

Live Camera Feeds
Qorex Terminals can be connected to cameras located on 
gaming tables to show the player live feeds of the game. 
This includes live feeds of Roulette Wheels, Card Shoes and 
even Dice Shakers. The live feed camera display allows the 
player to see wheel and its result as it happens, with the 
ability to drag the image anywhere across the screen so it 
does not obscure betting. Players can also view a wide range 
of game statistics and trends at any stage.

Seamless Integration
Qorex Terminals can be used in-conjunction with all
TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Wheels (Mark VII, SaturnTM, 
SaturnTM Auto) and TCSJOHNHUXLEY Dice Shakers. The 
terminal can also be used with 3rd Party Roulette Wheels 
and Card Shoes meaning existing equipment can be used 
without having to invest in new additional equipment. For 
further flexibility, the terminal can integrate with a variety 
of Player Tracking Systems, SAS Systems and Note and 
Ticket Printers.

Swap Between Games Easily
Swapping between games has never been easier thanks to
Qorex’s consistent user interface. Using the easy to navigate 
side bar players can filter game types and pre-select 
favourite tables. This keeps navigation simple and allows 
players to quickly place bets and repeat bets without having 
to change between tables.
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Roulette Sicbo

Baccarat Golden Sovereign

Screen Layouts


